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Monday/ Tuesday!
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MARCH

Monday/Tuesday
March 11 & 12 STORY: “I See Spring” by 

Charles Ghigna

PROJECT: “Rainbow Art” Chil-
dren use fingers and palm of their 
hand to move paint along a piece of 
paper

LEARNING TIME: “Rainbow 
Colors” Paste circle colors to make 
rainbow
 
MOTOR: ”Spring Walk” Follow 
the zigzag line to get to the matching 
shape color

PEEK AT LAST WEEK

Green, Green, Green
Green, Green, Green
I See Green, I See Green
I See a Green Crayon
I See a Green Shamrock
I See Green, I See Green

I SEE GREEN
Tune: Frere Jacque

SONG

NOTE

Wednesday/ Thursday 
March 13 & 14

LOOK WHAT WE‛RE LEARNING

STORY: “My Crayons Talk” by 
Patricia Hubbard & “Green Big 
Book”

PROJECT: “Green Crayon”
Paint a crayon shape green using green 
foam for color book

LEARNING TIME: “Green Bal-
loon”  Look inside the green box for 
green objects to place on Suzy‛s balloon

MOTOR: ”Green Hunt” Hunt for 
green objects

Last week we learned the nursery rhyme, “Baa, 
Baa Black Sheep” and snipped grass for our sheep.   
The children had fun counting movements as we 
moved scarves to music. We also sorted black and 
white sheep to place inside the pen.  

Our golden heart continues to shine.  We spent 
time stamping candy bar covers to give to the 
people who help keep us safe in our community.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LEO!

Soon we will see the beauty of spring begin. Our focus this week is “Spring-
time” and exploring the color “GREEN”. The children will listen to the story, 
“My Crayons Talk”. It‛s a story about a little girl that wants her crayons to talk 
as she draws.  Each page has a rhyme of what the crayon is doing. A wonderful 
book for color introduction.

Also the storybook, “I See Spring” will be introduced. The book explores 
flowers blooming, birds flying, fluttering butterflies and a rainbow sky. The 
children will learn God‛s rainbow colors as we use our little fingers to make a 
rainbow kite. We have lots of green activities planned.  As a group we will 
gather together to glue green things to place on Suzy‛s balloon. We also will 
make green shamrocks and a paint a crayon shape green for your child‛s color 
book.

A few spring activities you and your 
child can do to learn a little more 
about what we can do in the spring-
time.  Take a nature walk, visit a farm 
and look for baby chicks.  Donate 
winter clothes, try horseback riding, 
plant �owers or visit a new place and 
enjoy the sunshine.
            Happy St. Patrick’s Day!

RAINBOW

DAY


